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the Blue Mountains...

Less than two hours from Sydney, the Blue Mountains, listed under World Heritage in 2000, 
is, situated on the Great Dividing Range.  It is one of the most popular holiday destination 

for national and international guests. Breathtaking panoramic views of the wilderness, 
waterfalls, valleys and rugged sandstone tablelands, ancient caverns of limestone crystal 

and underground rivers deep within the mountains are just some of the attractions.
The name Blue Mountains  is derived a blue haze created by the abundant eucalyptus trees 

throughout the area. The main landmark, known as The Three Sisters, is an unusual rock 
formation of three towering rocks, each around 900 metres in height. Aboriginal legend 
speaks of these as three sisters who were turned to rock.  Signs of aboriginal habitation, 
dating back thousands of years, include tool sharpening areas, carved images of animal 

tracks and an occupation cave. 



the Presenters...

Nizar Juma 
initiator 'the future of power'

Anthony Phelips 
the facilitator

Maureen Chen 
Guided meditations

Charlie Hogg 
speaking on 'Harnessing our power’



the Setting...



the Deliberations...



the Hospitality...



the Entertainment...

Tim Collins
opera singer extraordinaire!

Paul Wilson 
singing ballads



Balvinder Ruby

"Power is an object like any other object, eg. money, 
relationship, etc. As with any object, it has to be used 
wisely for the benefit of the user and the receiver. 
Wisdom is needed to know when to use it softly and 
when firmly. Such wisdom comes by knowing the 
reality of ourselves as human beings."

Power is a part of our life force which we 
can use to achieve a result. The question 
is how we use it.

Power is based on not compromising our 
belief. Whether that power is wise or not 

depends on the belief.

Power is something I live and do.  I 
need to be aware of which level of 
power I work at.

We need to empower ourselves through self 
realisation, meditation focusing, feeling at 

ease and living in harmony.

Aurel Dessewffy

Anuj Loomba

Dr Benedict de Silva
Naturopath & General Medical Practitioner

Bernadette Horvat

We all have power.  Weed to use it 
to be a better person, and by 

example, encourage others to use 
their power in the right way.

Bhavana Pathak

Power is to be used and enjoyed.

Anthony Phelips

Soul consciousness is the basis of spiritual 
power.

Stategic Corporate Consultant, UK

Product Manager Cube 26

Director Altariel Group

Administration QANTAS -The  Joey Club

President Global Organisation of 
People of Indian Origin

Beverley Eaton
Aboriginal Elder

Participants & Feedback…



Prof Ed Davis

Indrajitsinh Kosada

“I need to do an internal audit:  what fills me with 
power and what drains me of power? My thoughts 
are my greatest treasure. If I am not careful with my 
thoughts, this beautiful treasure can be wasted."

Soft power influences from below and is 
inclusive. Hard power hands down and is 

oppressive and divisive.

Power should be positive to benefit society 
and used after thinking properly so that it 
bring happiness. 

Power is the ability to shape and 
form. We need to give importance 
to power over the self and where 

to focus our action.

Charlie Hogg

Carmel Niland

Frank Hubbard

Gavina De Luca

We need to balance soft power with 
hard power to make the difference.

Jeff Jarratt 

Power is very personal.  It starts on 
the inside and works its way out.

Brett Elliott

Power is stillness.

Program Manager 
Impact Investment Rtd. CEO 

Dept of Community Services

National Director
Brahma Kumaris Australia Rtd. Professor of Management

Macquarie University

Manager 
Patronato ITALUIL

Asst Director of Animal Husbandry
Govt of Gujerat, India

Rtd. Deputy Commissioner of Police

Environmentalist



Kerrie Shepherd

Luigi De Luca

Power radiates from people who are in touch 
with their soul, who say little and are kind and 
gentle. People listen and respect them.

Power is significant vs insignificant. The 
ability to influence.

Soft power comes from a true spiritual and 
heart connection, the true self. Hard power 

comes from ego, the false self.

We need to be aware of the difference 
between soft and hard power and use them 
wisely.

Power is to make a difference at work and 
in my personal life. To contribute through 

good power.

Karen Mahlab

Judith Pemell

Kerry Knight
Youth Worker 
Doris Women's Refuge

Dr Liz Pas lawsky

Being a soul and connecting to the 
Divine is the internal power which 

can guide me 24/7.

Mary Dwyer

Judith Davis

Power is Service.

Owner 
Dadirri Accommodation Forensic Pschotherapist 

Royal Commission

Founder Probono Australia
Aboriginal Employment NSW Police Force

Health CEO
International SOS

Owner
Studio De Luca

CEO
Impact Solutions International



Neelesh Mehta

Nizar Juma

Power is the flow of influence. A negative flow 
block or hurts growth. A positive flow is soft 
and nurtures.

Power is presence.  It is contagious. It 
exists in all beings and just has to be 
harnessed.

The concept of soft power and how to use it 
to build a positive, peaceful and sustainable 

world is a brilliant message.

“We need to imbibe soft power, which once 
governed the great nations of the world.  How can 
we bring softness into our lives and yet still be 
powerful.  Spirituality is soft and yet powerful."

We are custodians of power and it is to be 
used for others. The more we give, the 

more valuable its impact.

Narain Viswanathan

Michael Timmins

Dr Neeru Chadda
Founder Health and Peace Centre

Niketa Kosada

Soft power is driven by values and 
spirituality.

Paul Wilson

Power is a personal choice. Find 
the stillness within you and 

power is evident.

Maureen Chen

We need to share power with others - 
neither having power over others not 
giving them our power.

Centre Manager
BK Innerspace Sydney Director Clearmind 

Solution Sales Head Open Text MD Jaipur Asset Mngmt.

M & A Analyst Nomura Australia

Initiator, the future of power 
Industrialist, Kenya

Author



Peter Wallman

Sean Linkson

Real power is ultimate and infinite and when 
we connect with this power through God we 
can use it for enlightenment.

We see plenty of evidence of hard power. 
We are missing soft power which is more 

effective in our global challenges

Power is within, its source is in the soul and it 
is carried by love.

Power is the ability to engage, 
influence and direct others.

Peter Corke

Peter Walsh

Rakesh Aggarwal
Reeta Verma

Sharad Pathak

Change starts with me through focus, 
positive influence and reducing waste 

thoughts of chaotic traffic.

Percy Knight

Understanding the use of power helps us 
to be come more enlightened about 
ourselves and others.

Associate Lecturer
University of Sydney Town Planner

 Walsh Consulting

CE OIntegrity Communications
CEO Passion Maps

MD Allegis Partners Business Partner
Supply Clusters Australia

 Lawyer



Sunita Aggarwal

Tjanara Goreng Goreng

By knowing the self, we can help others to 
understand their gifts and how they can 
assist themselves, others and the world.

Using the power from the all powerful 
source wisely  is our responsibility. 

Stephen Hopley

Sushant Arora
Dr Thanh Hien Pham

A balance of hard power and soft 
power will create positive change. 

Trish Devoy

Power is to be used gently, feeling the 
love and acknowledging the other.

Chariman 
Jaipur Asset Mngmt.

GP Phamily Health Care

Owner T x J Therapies

Victor Perton

Yoga, meditation, self-reflection and making a daily 
appointments with yourself and with God are keys to 
ensuring your use of power is for the good personally 
and for others.  Ensuring meaning in each hour of work 
is a hallmark of the effective use of power.  

Yvonne Allen

Being here has reminded me of 
the aspects of my being that I 

will now bring forward to do 
what I can in this world.

Leadership Advisor and Advocate
Australian Leadership.Com

Founder Relationship Mentor

Adjunct Assistant Professor in
Indigenous Studies, UCA



Retreat Summary...
The 'future of power' retreat at the BK Centre for Spiritual Learning in Leura, 1.5 hours west of 

Sydney, was attended by 52 participants. It was opened on Saturday morning by Aboriginal Elder, Aunty Bev, 
acknowledging the original custodians of the land. Nizar Juma then outlined the aim and objective of the 
dialogue. “Everyone in the world is attracted by power,” he said. “The question to be discussed is what is 
good power. We need to imbibe soft power, which once governed the great nations of the world, where 
sovereigns ruled with love and affection.  How can we bring softness into our lives and yet still be powerful.”  
Spirituality is soft and yet powerful. Let us remember, “Graves are full of indispensable people.”

Facilitator, Anthony Phelips, opened the morning discussion in pointing to how we wish to emulate 
people who emanate power.  A few inspiring leaders were noted by participants including Narenda Modi, 
Angela Merckel, Mahatma Gandhi, and local leaders Quenton Bryceand Aboriginal rights leader, Charles 
Perkins. “The role of an Aboriginal leader is to exude softness and presence. They don't necessarily have to 
speak; they radiate.” Another acknowledged the Supreme Power, “there is an inexhaustible energy that 
comes from an inexhaustible Source, where there is oneness.  Sometimes we see people with energy that 
seems inexhaustible, and it is usually because they know how to connect to that inexhaustible Source.”

Before a walk through the native bushland to the beautiful Stone Cottage, surrounded by exquisite 
gardens, Nizar Juma shared his viewpoints which have changed his life 1. Everything in life is cyclical; 2. 
Everything has a cause; 3. Consciousness is real. This was followed by reflections and journaling.

Following another interactive dialogue, surrounded by bird song and the beauty of nature, 
Australian National Director, Charles Hogg, then shared “I need to do an internal audit:  what fills me with 
power and what drains me of power? My thoughts are my greatest treasure. If I am not careful with my 
thoughts, this beautiful treasure can be wasted. The role of meditation is converting knowledge into 
experience, to empower myself with thoughts and convert them into an experience of true peace. Spiritual 
empowerment is developing a loving relationship with myself as a soul and then with God.  This gives me the 
strength and courage to be the person I want to be with others, to radiate.” The talk was followed by a 
guided meditation to experience connecting with our own power and drawing power from God.  The 
meditation ended dramatically with thunder and lightning and heavy rain on the tin roof – as is we had 
ordered special effects!

The next day started with an early meditation, a scrumptious breakfast, followed by Nizar Juma's 10 
Points for Living a Spiritual Life; Q & A with Nizar Juma, Maureen Chen and Charles Hogg and sharing and 
reflections on the retreat.  All too soon it was time to go home but not before an amazing lunch created by a 
BK chef, Raj Kotwal and a great team of BK helpers.



‘the future of power’ Blue Mountains, November 2016

Sitting on grass L-R: Neelesh Mehta (MD, Jaipur Asset Mngmt), Stephen Hopley (Chairman, Jaipur Asset Mngmt.), Judi Pemell 
(Forensic Psychotherapist, Royal Commission), Luigi De Luca (Studio De Luca), Dr Neeru Chadda (Founder, Health and Peace 
Centre), Anthony Phelips (Stategic Management Consultant, UK.)

Sitting on chairs L-R: Kerry Knight (Youth Worker, Doris Women's Refuge), Yvonne Allen (Relationship Mentor, Author), Gavina De 
Luca (Patronato ACLI), Trish Devoy (Owner, T & J Therapies), Bhavana Phatak, Nizar Juma ( Initiator, the future of power, Industrialist, 
Kenya), Beverly Eaton (Aboriginal Elder), Judith Davis (Owner, Dadirri Accommodation), Bernadette Horvat (Admistrator, QANTAS 
Joey Club), Sue Baxter (rtd. Teacher), Sunita Aggarwal, Niketa Kosada (M & A Analyst, Nomura Australia Ltd.)

Standing L-R: Aurel Dessewffy (Director, Altariel Group), Charlie Hogg (National Director, Brahma Kumaris Australia), Victor Perton 
(Leadership Advisor & Advocate, Australian Leadership.Com), Peter Walsh (Town Planner, Walsh Consulting), Peter Corke (Integrity 
Communications), Kerrie Shepherd (Aboriginal Employment, NSW Police Force), Tjanara Goreng Goreng (ATSIC Member), Paul 
Wilson (Author), Lila Rickard, Mia Borodace, Dr Thanh Pham (GP, Phamily Health Care), Michael Timmins (Director, Clearmind), Ben De 
Silva (Family and Complementary Medicine, Upper Mountains Medical Centre), Dr Indrajitsinh Kosada, (Veterinarian, India) Balvinder 
Ruby (President, Global Organisation of People of Indian Origin, Sydney), Jeff Jarrett (Former Deputy Commissioner of Police, NSW), 
Maureen Chen (Centre Manager, BK InnerSpace Sydney), Ed Davis (Rtd. Professor of Management, Macquarie University), Mary 
Dwyer (CEO, Impact Solutions Intl.), Sean Linkson (MD, Allegis Partners), Brett Elliott (Impact Investment), Liz Paslawsky (Health CEO, 
International SOS), Sharad Phatak (Business Partner, Supply Clusters Australia), Rakesh Aggarwal, Sushant Arora,Narain 
Viswanathan (Solution Sales Head, Open Text), Frank Hubbard ( Environmentalist), Anuj Kumar Loomba (Product Manager, Cube 26), 
Peter Wallman (CEO, Passion Maps)

Not in photo: Percy Knight (Associate Professor, Sydney University), Carmel Niland (rtd. CEO, Dpet of Community Services), Karen 
Mahlab (rtd. CEO, Probono), Reeta Verma (Law Lecturer, La Trobe University, Melbourne)
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